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Let me begin by updating you on CCA related experience in Davis, California, where I live.  Davis has a tradition of energy and environmental action going back 40 years.  A decade or so ago, Yolo County and Davis had the opportunity to switch electricity providers and be annexed by Sacramento’s municipal utility.  PG&E opposed the  change, and the matter was placed on the ballot.  It won in Yolo County and overwhelmingly in Davis but narrowly lost in Sacramento.  So, nothing happened.  A lingering sense of wanting to find a way to honor our community’s preferences  brought the matter back in 2013 in the form of a consultant study to compare CCA with municipalization and business as usual.  Davis’s consultants recommended that the muni (aka POU) option would best meet Davis’s goals, but the City Council took a step back.  My take is that municipalization was too heavy a lift for them in the face of PG&E’s likely opposition and the related financial and political exposure.  Instead appointed a committee to take a closer look at CCA.  The committee has concluded that CCA is a good fit, but we are still evaluating implementation options.The rest of my talk will expand on three main points.  First, decentralized energy technologies will transform the electricity sector over the next two decades.  Second, integrated local energy analysis will be essential to smart local decision-making during the transformation.  Finally, CCAs can be leading agents of transformation to the extent they push for, and secure, the freedom to transform themselves.



Why Does CCA 
Matter at the 

State and Local 
Level?

CCA is a feasible, efficient, adaptive model for 
local management of accelerating and 

unstoppable energy sector change.
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Why CCA?  The collage of photos on the slide answers the question. The technologies shown embody the accelerating and unstoppable change that is coming at us.* Specific  photos represent projects and purchases I’ve done that aimed at reducing my personal carbon footprint. I had the technical background and motivation to do them without my community’s help or encouragement.  However, communities do need a community-wide model to enable sensible and timely energy decisions by all of their residents and local businesses.  CCA meets the need for a model that is feasible, efficient and adaptive.*Wayne Gretzky, an outstanding professional hockey player, was quoted as saying, “I don’t skate to the puck, I skate to where the puck is going to be.”  You are here because you want your communities to skate to where the local electricity puck is going to be.  The hockey metaphor is particularly apt.  Because of the scale of projects and systems, electricity  was a slow-moving game throughout the 20th century.  The pace of the 21st century game will be much faster. 



Why Is Energy 
Sector Change 

Accelerating and 
Unstoppable?

Modular clean energy technologies like wind, 
solar, EV batteries and fuel cells have 

manufacturing scale economies and lower 
project finance risk.

New US Solar PV Capacity (GW)
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On-going energy sector change is unstoppable because:  There is an on-going paradigm shift from economies of plant  scale to economies of manufacturing scale.  The main clean energy technologies are modular and mass produced.*Risks are more manageable.  Solar and wind projects and installations entail no fuel risk and little performance risk.Accelerating because:  Decentralized supply projects have short lead times and  schedules.  Solar PV trends provide a measure of  the paradigm shift’s, i.e., specifically:  1)   In 2014 65% of the CA PV market was utility scale (right column of the chart)2)   In 2018 60% will be residentialLocal deployment is the key to speed and scale.  To cling to the current  centralized electricity grid model is to kick the climate action can down the road.*Basic directions of the shift:Electricity Generation:  Centralized to Modular , High Carbon to Low CarbonPower Flow:  One way to Two Way, Consumer to ProsumerEconomics:  Monopoly to Market, Undifferentiated Commodity to Consumer ChoiceFinance:  Wall Street to Main Street, Wholesale to RetailIntegration: Centralized to Decentralized, Day to Day Scheduling  to Real Time TransactionsInnovation Cycle:  20-year R&D to annual incremental improvement, hardware driven to IT driven	



Why Flexible, 
Efficient, 

Adaptable Local 
Change 

Management?

Clean energy supply and storage technologies 
are best deployed locally, where there are 

opportunities for additional cost savings and 
macro-economic benefits.

Local Electricity Supply Opportunities
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Why flexible, efficient, adaptable local change management?The short answer is missed opportunities will result if local change management doesn’t happen.  Clean technologies will save  more money for ratepayers if local deployment is planned and facilitated. Local economies will benefit as wealth is recirculated locally.  DavisFREE* funded locally specific integrated analysis to inform planning and policy development.  Davis needed: a better understanding of how city GIS systems can be used for energy planning. Building retrofit packages that could be marketed and offered in a targeted way according to the age and demographics of specific neighborhoods.**an inventory of community solar and wind sites and resources, because we intend to use them***a plan to leverage state incentives that make solar hot water payback periods attractive.*Davis for Renewables and Energy Efficiency**We have a renewable ordinance that applies to new buildings, but we don’t expect a lot of them. ***Without a CCA we won’t be able to use them.



What is the 
State’s 

Interest?

Subsidiarity is an organizing principle that 
matters ought to be handled by the smallest, 

lowest or least centralized competent authority.

Local Integrated Analysis/Planning

Trends 
Integrated Model 

  Local Power Scenarios 
  Supply/Demand  
  Balancing 
  Scenario Comparisons 
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The state has an obvious interest in any measure that makes its economy more robust and resilient.  What principles apply to state policy as to local clean energy?  Governor Brown likes the term “subsidiarity”.  I do, too, now that I looked it up. It is especially applicable to 21st century electricity.  The state has an interest in keeping regional electric utilities strong and healthy but also an interest in creating local authorities that are  competent to adjust for economically important differences from one jurisdiction to another.   Accounting for local differences means measuring and monitoring local trends, using and regularly updating integrated planning models, looking at alternative local power deployment scenarios, understanding the  methods and economics of balancing supply and demand, and comparing alternative strategies and scenarios in relation to local goals.



What is a City’s 
or County’s 

Interest?

Establishing an effectively governed and 
competent authority to handle energy 

matters and reduce costs and GHG emissions. 

Transformational Local Electric System
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Cities and counties have  an interest in effective and competent governance of energy services using the best available local information.*One beauty of the CCA model is that it provides the  revenues to pay not only for services but development of local competence and capacity.The schematic suggests that a transformational local electric system basically shrinks the centralized model down to the local level.  Micro-grids are also an application of this principle.  The moving parts are mostly the same as in the centralized case but of course  they are smaller and local, e.g., on-site solar and community solar and wind, local electricity circuits and storage, and flexible generation to accommodate usage and supply variations that storage can’t handle economically.***Their work needs to be aligned with local goals to minimize both cost and GHG emissions. **Electricity usage  is variable and increasingly so is supply.  Electric systems are designed to handle changes in combined usage/supply variability.



Competent in 
what essential 

disciplines?

Competent to evaluate local needs and opportunities 
and adapt the basic CCA model to deliver “integrated-

decentralized” energy service. The same principles 
apply to local electric system integration as to regional. 

Multi-directional power flows & multi-
level planning and integration

20th

21st
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Like other organizations, CCAs need to develop specialized competencies, especially related to wholesale generation services sourcing and scheduling.  Local energy futures are a moving target, so another key competency is being able to translate local opportunities and needs into a version of the basic CCA model that fits local parameters.    Local competencies will need to evolve, because regional and local electric grids will be evolving from current designs that only enable radial power flow from big power plants  through big wires to local grids and meters.  The big pieces don’t need to change.  What  will change are the smaller pieces, including the local grid. It will need to accommodate electricity flows from outside the community in and to local meters but also from local meters and micro-grids.  It will need to be managed in a way such that electricity can be exchanged between consumers and even between communities. Planning and integration will need to happen at both the centralized and local levels. We will need what CAISO’s Lorenzo Kristov calls an “integrated-decentralized” model, where the local piece is locally planned and integrated.



Why Locally 
Planned and 
Integrated?

Each California community has unique 
goals/priorities, energy usage and prosumer 

trends, plus local siting/resource 
opportunities. 

Automation

Fuel

Transportation

Electricity $
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Energy profiles of comparable communities differ in technically and economically important metrics.  For example , local solar and electric vehicle adoption rates in California are literally and figuratively all over the map.  Davis’s  solar adoption rate is five times the California average. Our electric vehicle adoption will lag solar but comparable adoption rates are likely. Our current 1300 on-site installations will expand to supply 20% of our electricity in 10 to 20 years even if we do nothing. Imagine the result if we paid for on-site solar electricity according to its value and removed impediments to cost-effective system sizing.	An example more directly related to CCA implementation:  Electricity revenues depend on usage; per capita usage differences among comparable northern California cities can range to as much as a factor of four and ratios of average to peak usage can vary by as much as  50%.  These differences significantly affect both revenues and costs.  Local planning and integration will have to account for major factors that simply didn’t exist in the 20th century. The right and left bubbles in the figure represent the components of electricity and fuel infrastructure and capital that electric utilities have planned and integrated so well for many decades.  The top and bottom bubbles represent fundamental changes.  Top:  Prosumers using  the electricity they produce and selling the excess  at opportune times will be aided by automated  transactions that save everyone money.  Bottom:  Fuel switching in the transportation sector will have major impacts  on local planning and integration as electric, natural gas and fuel cell vehicles take market share from gasoline and diesel fueled vehicles. 



Baseline  & Trends Reference Case Local Power Cases Supply/Demand 
Balance

Integrated Energy Analysis
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The basic point of the collage of charts is to illustrate that modeling of a more integrated local energy infrastructure is both feasible and illuminating for local communities whether they are served by a CCA or not.  Electricity usage patterns will change as climate conscious communities substitute electricity for natural gas and petroleum.  Substitution of local power sources for centralized sources will occur at increasing and highly localized rates.  Vehicles will be put to work providing not just mobility but also emergency power, demand response and  energy storage.   Automated pricing transactions will begin to shift usage profiles and create  local economic and investment opportunities. Fortunately, it is possible to put together a spreadsheet model to project ahead a couple decades.  A spreadsheet model like the one developed for Davis just needs to be fed locally specific information and trends. Results often run counter to even the best educated guesses and intuition.  So, sound integrated energy resource planning is no longer possible without such models.  



CCAs Can 
Develop  Capacity 
for Local Planning 

and Technical 
Integration.

So can non-CCA jurisdictions. Building local integrated 
analysis and planning capacity should matter to the 
state as well.  An increasing share of state managed 

funds should be allocated to this public purpose.  

Estimating Rooftop PV Technical Potential
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So, local capacity to do good integrated energy analysis and planning that will matter in all jurisdictions.*  In most cases such capacity does not yet exist.  Capacity to perform and apply the results of such core work will need time and practice to develop.**It is good news that better  tools will for analysis and planning are becoming available.  For example, the aerial map shows a swath of Davis roofs provides an example, showing the result of an effort to estimate on-site PV potential for Davis.  Yellow, green and pink areas are single family, multi-family and commercial roofs.  The analysis concluded that covering all available roof area with solar PV would generate five times the amount of  electricity currently consumed in Davis.*General  (later President) Eisenhower observed, “planning is everything, the plan is nothing”. **So does the capacity to effectively manage out-sourced efforts and know when to insource and when to outsource. 



CCAs Can 
Develop  Capacity 
for Local Planning 

and Technical 
Integration.

So can non-CCA jurisdictions. Building local integrated 
analysis and planning capacity should matter to the 
state as well.  An increasing share of state managed 

funds should be allocated to this public purpose.  

Estimating Rooftop PV Pragmatic Potential
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The obvious question raised by the last slide is, “What if all the roof area that could be used would be used?” In other words, we need to know the pragmatic potential, not just the technical potential.  Fortunately, a group of UC Davis computer science’ undergraduates came up with a software tool that  estimates the pragmatic near term potential anywhere Google Earth images are available.  First indications are that pragmatic potential for Davis is about 80 percent less  than technical potential.  So, much less that technical potential but still 100% of usage, making it an important future step to determine the economically optimum balance between on-site and community solar for a specific city or county.**In an upcoming Electricity Journal article, Stan Hazelroth and I point to  the economic inefficiencies of  currently prevalent limits on the size of on-site solar arrays.  Restricting size to match building usage limits economic opportunities for both municipality and consumer that would result if net positive annual energy could be produced by increasing numbers of economically sized systems.  This approach could be enabled by paying a value-based price for over-generation and by provisions for staged private/public ownership of the arrays. 



State/Local CCA Collaboration 
Recommended Action:  Allocate an increasing share of 

public purpose program funding to cost shared 
development of full-time local energy supply planning 

and management capacity and locally specific integrated 
energy analysis.  
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Beginning in 2008, the California Energy Commission allocated funding for projects undertaken by local jurisdictions to identify, assess and develop  local renewable power generation resources and technologies .  The CCA community should seek to influence the design and expand further implementation of such programs with an increasing focus on use of robust models for  integrated energy analysis, planning and effective programs for local climate action.  The chart illustrates  the big picture information that can be developed with the help of  modest funding increments and the analysis models becoming available.*An increasing share of state managed public purpose funds should also target cost shared development of local energy management capacity.***As noted earlier, the local capacity to do integrated energy analysis and planning will matter in all jurisdictions.  It should matter to the state as well. **The state of Massachusetts, for example, in 2013, allocated $2 million to co-fund creation of permanent and part-time local energy management positions in Massachusetts municipalities.  These positions are an essential link in connecting city governments with the resources enabling them to play their most effective roles in the 21st century energy economy.  



Concluding 
Thoughts

CCA programs are constrained by a 20th century 
electricity service business and regulatory model that 

may evolve.  The extent and direction of their 
evolution will determine long term outcomes.

Carbon Footprint Impacts of Local Clean Energy
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New technologies already gaining market traction will  reshape the energy and transportation sectors faster than current dominant service providers anticipate or will be able to control.  Former Edison CEO Bill Gould’s thoughtful vision of his company as a “nimble giant” seems now an oxymoron for the typical regional giant in the light of more recent experience.  Perhaps the best compromise will be “adaptive giants” and nimble partners in electricity service, with CCAs taking up the challenge of expanding and fitting the CCA business model to fast moving local possibilities and realities.  There will be a compelling economic need to bring cost effective local supply into play.  Integrated models can predict what a city or county can expect on the slow business as usual track vs. faster tracks enabled by CCA. The chart shows  the difference between carbon footprint impacts of local clean energy in a business-as- usual model vs. a current CCA business model vs. a more highly evolved CCA business model.  The green curve clearly must be our target!



Thank you!
gbraun@iresn.org
www.iresn.org
916-402-4143
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